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Ajith Kumar also known as Thale Ajith will be next in the highly anticipated action thriller, Wallymay. Interestingly, Ajit's new anomalies from the Orders of Lima are now taking social media by storm. In the new indeffilts, Thala is seen doing a bike racing arena without a body double. Both Ajith's fans and sinus-twee were very impressed
with the action star's dedication and hard work. Valimai's new location photos came out as a great relief for Ajith fans, who are very angry at the creators for not uncovering any updates of the project even for this Deepavali. Although earlier there was a rumour that the group was planning to unveil the first sight of this Ajith star Deepavali, it
was later cancelled for unknown reasons. Big Boss Tamil 4 competitors were excluded due to Cyclone Nivar; Staying out for 4 hours as recently reported, Ajit Kumar was met with a minor accident while on a bike chase sequence for Valimai, and was fed up with minor injuries to his arms and legs. If reports are to be believed, doctors
have advised the talented actor to rest in bed for a while. Therefore, Thala has now decided to take a month's break from the gun, to focus on his health. Uma Korashi, the Bollywood actress who made her Tamil debut with Calais, performs as lead actress opposite Ajith in The Wallyman. Ileana D'Cruz, the popular actress, is scheduled to
appear specifically in the film. The supporting cast includes some very popular faces, including Gummakonda Karthikeya, Yogi Babu, Pavel Navageethan, and so on. Nirab Shah is the director of photography. Jovan Shankar Raja composes the songs and the background score. Valimai, which was produced by Bollywood senior director
Bonnie Kapoor, is expected to hit theaters by the second half of 2021. READ ALSO: Talpathy 65: Vijay's long-awaited film to include Dipika Padukone and John Abraham? Maykam is not actress Richa Gangopadhyay on leaving show business: you always have life choices and Ajith Kumar is one of the most famous actors in Tamil
cinema. So far, the actor has starred in more than 50 films. He also won various awards for his works in his films. He gave some super hits movies and famous for his roles. He has a huge fan following him that Gaga overcomes because of his incredible acting skills. The player is very down to earth person and prefers to stay simple and
wear simple designed costumes. He is also a car rider and participated in the 2010 MRF Racing Series. He married former Tamil actress Schleini in 2000 and has two children. His wife Lyni previously worked in Malian and Tamil films. He is the son of P. Subramanian and Mohini. He has two brothers, named Anoop Kumar and Anil
Kumar. Ajith is the middle son of three siblings. Ajith's father is from Placad, Kerala and his mother belongs to the Sindhi family, and she is from Maklutha, West Bengal. His brother Anop Kumar is an investor and another Anil Kumar is an IIT Madras graduate Entrepreneur. Gotta read: Ajith Kumar's 6 best films seem to still remember in
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